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Lu Xun’s Wild Grass: Autobiographical Moments of the Creative Self
《野草》：魯迅自傳衝動時刻留下的見證

Mabel LEE
陳順妍
School of Languages and Cultures, University of Sydney
悉尼大學語言與文化學院

Lu Xun 魯迅 (1881-1936) has generated a vast body of academic research that
continues unabated in China and internationally. His short story “Diary of a Madman” (1918)
instantly transformed him into a celebrity and the hero of Chinese youth, credentials that
were consolidated by a series of stories written in rapid succession, and later published as his
collections Outcry 呐喊 (1922) and Hesitation 彷徨 (1926). Both collections were bestsellers
in the burgeoning world of commercial publishing in China, as were his collected essays
of social criticism. Lu Xun’s powerful indictments of traditional culture coincided with a
Nietzsche fever raging in the Chinese intellectual world during the May Fourth era 五四時期
(1915-1921). Nietzsche’s notion of the Superman extolled heroic action by the individual, and
called for the revaluation of all traditional values. When the Paris Peace Conference of 1919
left Chinese citizens feeling betrayed by the Western democracies, Nietzsche’s ideology fused
with passionate, widespread Chinese nationalism. The older generations’ clear failure to deal
with international issues empowered Chinese youth to seize the mantle of authority and to take
center stage in pontificating about how to bring China into the modern world.
Writers were the most articulate amongst the intellectuals, and inspired by Nietzsche,
they saw themselves as the heroic voice of the people. They argued the case for cultural
modernity and demanded a revolution in literature. Classical writings were indicted for
promoting a culture that was inappropriate for modern times. It was decreed that China’s new
literature must be written in the vernacular language in order to reach a wider audience, and
it should also deal with contemporary issues. Lu Xun’s short stories addressed these criteria,
but even more important was his towering intellect, incisive language and unique literary
prowess. He was immediately joined by a cohort of younger writers such as Zhou Zuoren 周
作人 (1885-1967), Yu Dafu 郁達夫 (1896-1945), Mao Dun 茅盾 (1896-1981) and Guo Moruo
郭沫若 (1892-1978) whose writings together formed a critical mass that succeeded in laying
the foundations of China’s modern literature. Writers of that generation had received a rigorous
training in classical literature, and like Lu Xun also read extensively in foreign literatures,
either in the original language or in translation. Furthermore, like Lu Xun, they were known
for their translations of foreign authors, including Nietzsche.1 Rigorous training in classical
1

For political reasons the impact of Nietzsche on modern Chinese literature for many years was deliberately
obscured. The first publication to emerge was an English-language study by Marián Gálik, “Nietzsche in China
(1918-1925),” Nachrichten der Geseelschaft für Natur-und Volkerkunde Ostasiens 110 (1971): 5-47. The first
Chinese-language study was Yue Daiyun’s 樂黛雲 “Nicai yu xiandai Zhongguo wenxue” 尼采與現代中國文
學 [“Nietzsche and Modern Chinese Literature”], Beijing daxue xuebao北京大學學報 3 (1980): 20-33; trans.
Cathy Poon, in The Journal of the Oriental Society of Australia (JOSA) 20 & 21 (1989-90): 199-219. The
most recent study on the topic is Zhang Zhaoyi 張釗貽 (a.k.a. Chiu-yee Cheung) ed., Nicai yu huawen wenxue
lunwenji 尼采與華文文學論文集 [Essays on Nietzsche and Sinophone Literature] (Singapore 新加坡: Global
Publishing 八方文化創作室, 2013). Chiu-yee Cheung has also published numerous Chinese- and English-
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literature from early childhood allowed this generation of writers instinctively to create
writings in the vernacular language that retained the musicality inherent in the tonal nature
of the Chinese language. On the other hand, their readings in foreign literatures substantially
expanded the literary forms available for their “modern” writings.
Their writings encouraged other writers to use the vernacular language, and that new
literature was further defined by a clear agenda for social reform. These new writings became
templates for children to learn to write in the vernacular language that from 1921 progressively
replaced the classical language in the school education system. It was also in 1921 that the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 中國共產黨 was established in Shanghai 上海, and from
then onwards the unity of purpose of China’s new literature disintegrated. While the CCP
prioritized recruiting literature and the arts to promote the cause of revolution, the ruling
Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) 中國國民黨 implemented the censorship of anti-government
and leftist writings. KMT leader Chiang Kai-shek’s 蔣介石 action of “purifying” the ranks of
the KMT in 1927 escalated into large-scale military and secret police operatives to eradicate
communists nationwide, and his régime of White Terror 白色恐怖 served to drive many young
writers into the communist camp. While fiercely attacking the KMT’s activities in his writings,
Lu Xun refused to join the CCP, and the somber mood of Wild Grass 野草 as well as specific
poems in the collection such as “The Shadow’s Farewell” 影的告別 were seen by earnest
communist writers as indicating pessimism about the CCP’s revolutionary future. Lu Xun
suddenly found himself the target of vitriolic attacks and variously labeled as a hack writer, a
recalcitrant, and a drunkard. However, the CCP leadership put a stop to these attacks in 1928.
Lu Xun’s stature in the intellectual community had been recognized as a potential political
asset, and just like that Lu Xun was coopted to the CCP cause.2
Conveniently for the CCP, Lu Xun died in 1936, and was thus silenced from registering
any protests about how his name was invoked in the service of the CCP propaganda machine.
Mao Zedong 毛澤東 immortalized Lu Xun in his “On New Democracy” 新民主主義論 (1940)
with his assertion that Lu Xun had played a role on the cultural front equaling that of his own
on the military front.3 Lu Xun’s stature grew with the rise of the CCP and the establishment
of New China in 1949, and during the Cultural Revolution 文化大革命 (1966-1976) Lu Xun
language works on Lu Xun and Nietzsche, notably Lu Xun: the “Gentle” Chinese Nietzsche (Frankfurt am
Main: Peter Lang, 2001) that was updated and published in Chinese by Peking University Press in 2011.
2

Detailed in studies such as Gloria Davies, Lu Xun’s Revolution: Writing in a Time of Violence (Cambridge MA
and London: Harvard University Press, 2013).

3

Mao Zedong, “Xin minzhu zhuyi lun” 新民主主義論 [“On New Democracy”], in Mao Zedong xuanji 毛澤東
選集 [Selected Works of Mao Zedong], vol. 2 (Beijing 北京: Foreign Languages Press 外語出版社, 1967), 372
and 276.
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was elevated to a godlike figure whose fighting spirit and self-sacrifice the masses were called
upon to emulate. In New China 新中國 all cultural activities came under the jurisdiction of
the Ministry of Propaganda 宣傳部, and as salaried workers writing in the service of the State,
writers had no choice but to comply with the guidelines and directives issued by the Ministry.
Remaining silent was an option, but even this course of action did not guarantee one’s personal
safety during the anti-culture dictatorship of Mao’s Cultural Revolution.

The Fate of Wild Grass

In “Author’s Preface to Anthology of Self-Selected Works” 自選集自序 (1932) Lu Xun
lists his prose-poem collection Wild Grass (1927) alongside Outcry (1922) and Hesitation
(1926)4 as his creative works. He discounts his collections Morning Blossoms Picked at Dusk
朝花夕拾 (1927) and Old Tales Retold 故事新編 (mostly written in 1926, but not published
in book form until 1935) as works written to satisfy his publishers. 5 As his Wild Grass
poems began to appear in Thread of Talk 語絲 magazine from late 1924, readers sensed their
aesthetic appeal but were confounded by the unfamiliarity and strange imagery of the prosepoem form that they encountered. The 23-poem collection, published with Lu Xun’s Preface,
by the Shanghai-based Beixin Publishing House 北新書局 in July of 1927, instantly drew
criticism for its negativity, pessimism, darkness, despair and nihilism as well as comments on
the beauty of its language and ambiguity of meaning. Such reactions are confirmed in the 168page chronological compilation of Chinese-language opinions, reviews and studies on Wild
Grass (extracts plus the author’s commentary) contained in Volume 2 of Zhang Mengyang’s
張夢陽 Comprehensive History of Lu Xun Studies in China 中國魯迅學通史 (2002).6 Some
representative works have been provided below to give some idea of reader reactions, and
trends in Wild Grass scholarship.
Mao Dun was one of the first to mock Wild Grass. In “On Lu Xun” 論魯迅 (10
November 1927), Mao Dun writes that the poem “Such a Fighter” 這樣的戰士 (14 December
1925) “reminds him of that sarcastic and recalcitrant old man!” (我就想到魯迅是怎樣辛辣
倔強的老頭兒呀！)7 However, Zhang Mengyang notes that Mao Dun had correctly observed
4

These three works are contained in the 20-volume Lu Xun quanji 魯迅全集 [Lu Xun’s Collected Works]
(Shanghai 上海: Renmin wenxue chubanshe 人民文學出版社, 1973); hereafter LXQJ, vol. 1.

5

LXQJ, vol. 5, 50-1.

6

Zhang Mengyang, Zhongguo Lu Xun xue tongshi 中國魯迅學通史 [Comprehensive History of Lu Xun Studies
in China] (Guangzhou 廣州: Guangdong jiaoyu chubanshe 廣東教育出版社, 2001-2002).

7

Fang Bi 方璧 (Mao Dun 茅盾), “Lu Xun lun” 魯迅論 [“On Lu Xun”], Xiaoshuo yuebao 小說月報 [Fiction
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Lu Xun’s self-portrayal in Wild Grass, as had other of Lu Xun’s adversaries in the debate over
“revolutionary literature” 革命文學. Qian Xingcun 錢杏邨 (1900-1977) launches a sarcastic
attack on Lu Xun in “The Dead and Gone Ah Q Era” 死去了的阿Q時代 (1 March 1928).8
[…] he is forever crying out, forever hesitating, and forever being like
a clump of wild grass and not being able to become a great tree! In fact, what
can be found in Lu Xun’s writings is only the past, or at most they stop at the
present, but there is never a future. What does he see? In Wild Grass he clearly
says what is known as the future is the grave! He believes that on the road ahead
there is only the grave, and that “all forms of youth have flashed past the eyes,
and beyond the body there is only the surrounding dusk.” So he throws hope
into the grave. He has not the slightest hope, what he means is that hope is also
emptiness, that it is better not to have hope […]
(始終的在吶喊，始終的在彷徨，始終的如一束叢生的野草不能變成
一棵喬木！實在的，我們從魯迅的創作裏所能夠找到的，只有過去，充其
量亦不過說到現在為止，是沒有將來的。他所看到的何如呢？在《野草》
裏也就很明白的說過，所謂將來就是墳墓！（《野草》四一頁）因為他感
到的前途只有墳墓，所以他覺得“各樣的青春在眼前一一馳去了，身外但
有黃昏環繞。”（《野草》九三頁）於是，他也就把希望扔在墳墓裏去
9
了。)
On the other hand, for writers Ye Shengtao 葉聖陶 (1894-1988) and Xia Mianzun 夏丏
尊 (1886-1946) whose primary concern was education and not politics, Wild Grass was viewed
differently. In their co-authored work Heart of Literature 文心 (1933) they note that middle
school students were reading Lu Xun’s poem “Autumn Night” 秋夜 alongside ancient texts
such as the acclaimed “Record of Climbing Mount Tai” 登泰山記 (1775) written by the Qing
dynasty 清朝 essayist Yao Nai 姚鼐 (1731-1815), and that some children had been puzzled by
the two date trees in Lu Xun’s poem. Ye and Xia explained that Lu Xun and Yao Nai were both
writing about their personal experiences, and because children would not have experienced
much of life, it was natural for them to find the poem hard to understand. 10 Obviously Ye
Shengtao and Xia Mianzun liked “Autumn Night” and had therefore included it in the
curriculum, but it is clear that they themselves were uncertain as to why Lu Xun mentions two
Monthly] 18.11 (1927): 40, cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 13.
8

Qian Xingcun 錢杏邨, “Siqu le de Ah Q shidai” 死去了的阿Q時代 [“The Dead and Gone Ah Q Era”], Taiyang
yuekan 太陽月刊 [Sun Monthly] 3 (March 1928), 1-28.

9

Qian Xingcun 錢杏邨, “Siqu le de Ah Q shidai,” 9, cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 13.

10

Xia Mianzun 夏丏尊 and Ye Shaojun 葉紹鈞 (Ye Shengtao 葉聖陶), Wen xin文心 [Heart of Writing] (Beijing:
Kaiming shudian 開明書店, 1933), 1-9, cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 21.
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separate date trees.
After new party directives were disseminated, the attacks on Wild Grass by CCP writers
abruptly stopped. Zhang Mengyang’s survey indicates that commentators then turned to trying
to decipher hidden messages in individual poems to better understand the poems as emotional
outpourings, honest renditions of experience, and experiments in exquisite language and
imagery. However, political necessity imposed a considerable degree of regimentation: the
image of Lu Xun as a heroic fighter for the CCP meant that large tracts of endless words had
to be written to explain away the omnipresent emptiness, nothingness, despair and funereal
atmosphere of the work. Selected poems of Wild Grass were examined by critics from the
point of view of style (symbolism, suggestion, lyricism, irony, innovation), discussed in terms
of influence (from classical Chinese literature to Baudelaire and Kuriyagawa Hakuson 廚川
白村 and also as the onset of Lu Xun’s romantic attachment with Xu Guangping 許廣平, but
without providing significant outcomes for a satisfactory understanding of the poems.
The introduction of comparative literature approaches and methodologies from the late
1970s allowed for gradual progress towards studying Wild Grass as a literary text. However,
decades of political restraint on research practice continued to have a lingering effect. Zhang
Mengyang singles out Sun Yushi’s 孫玉石 monographs A Study of Wild Grass 《野草》研究
(1982)11 and The Real and the Philosophical: A Reinterpretation of Lu Xun’s Wild Grass 現實
的與哲學的：魯迅《野草》重釋 (2001)12 as “milestones” in Wild Grass studies.13
Zhang notes that fifty years of Wild Grass studies are surveyed in the former work, but
states that it is Sun’s methodology that provides the most significant breakthrough: instead of
examining one or two individual poems out of context, Sun’s method is to classify into three
groups the entire collection of 24 poems, including the preface, and to subject each group
to systematic analysis.14 He also notes other major breakthroughs: Sun Yushi’s attack on the
use of subjective conjecture and the lack of historical evidence, as well as his proposal that
aesthetic criteria should be used to analyze the poems of Wild Grass:15 “Complex artistic
images must be understood by means of complex thinking. How can we push out political

11

Sun Yushi 孫玉石, Yecao yanjiu《野草》研究 [A Study of Wild Grass] (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue
chubanshe 中國社會科學出版社, 1982).

12

Sun Yushi, Xianshi de yu zhexue de: Lu Xun Yecao chongshi 現實的與哲學的：魯迅《野草》重釋 [The Real
and the Philosophical: A Reinterpretation of Lu Xun’s Wild Grass] (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian chubanshe 上
海書店出版社, 2001).

13

Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 106.

14

Ibid., 106-8.

15

Ibid., 108-11.
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concepts to make pronouncements on the lyricism of the poet’s images?”16
Fifteen years later, during 1996 Sun Yushi published a series of essays in Lu Xun
Monthly 魯迅研究月刊 that were subsequently published in 2001 as The Real and the
Philosophical: A Reinterpretation of Lu Xun’s Wild Grass. Zhang Mengyang maintained that of
greatest import was Sun’s critique on methodologies and the history of research, and he cites
from Sun’s “Serving as Preface” 代序:
I have read a whole lot of such new writings, and I think that they are
very profound, but somewhat incomprehensible. What they tell of is far more
extensive and penetrating than anything people like us could ever attain. Yet I
often feel: are these really the meaning of Lu Xun’s original creations? Or do
they have nothing to do with Lu Xun, but are things drawn from the researcher’s
imagination and foisted onto the person of Lu Xun? I suspect that in some of the
research of the past few years, during the process of “demythologizing” Lu Xun,
he has again been “mythologized” from yet another angle.
(陸續地讀了一些這方面的新作，覺得深奧得很，不甚清楚，其論述
的廣遠與深刻是為我輩所遠遠不及的。但我又常常覺得：這些真的是魯迅
自己創作的原來的意思嗎？還是研究者更多的想像加在魯迅身上一些並不
屬於他自己的東西？我隱隱地感覺到，這幾年的一些研究裏，在排除魯迅
的“神化”過程中魯迅又從另一個側面正在被“神化”了。) 17
The abnormal path of Wild Grass studies in China was mirrored in the same period by
an equally abnormal path in the West that took the form of a virtual lack of scholarly interest,
while in Taiwan Lu Xun’s publications were banned. This abnormal path was of course a
negative reaction to Lu Xun’s godlike status in the CCP literary pantheon. Tsi-an Hsia’s 夏濟
安 The Gate of Darkness: Studies on the Leftist Literary Movement in China (1968) was for
many years a standard college textbook on modern Chinese literature in the English-speaking
world. Hsia is highly dismissive of Wild Grass, rejecting the notion that it has any literary
merit.18 Nonetheless, he seems to concede with reluctance that Lu Xun may have possessed
elements of genius.19
As politics is today no longer a consideration, both Lu Xun and his Wild Grass will
gradually shed the political scabs that have accumulated over many decades. There is evidence
16

Ibid., 111.

17

Sun Yushi 孫玉石, Xianshi de yu zhexue de, 3, cited in Zhang Mengyang, Tongshi, vol. 2, 112.

18

Hsia Tsi-an 夏濟安, The Gate of Darkness: Studies on the Leftist Literary Movement in China (Seattle and
London: University of Washington Press, 1968), 150-2.

19

Ibid., 158.
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that Wild Grass is asserting its significance in Lu Xun studies, and it is likely that it may
soon gain the recognition it deserves as Lu Xun’s finest literary achievement. It is worth
considering the assessment of Lu Xun by Nobel Laureate Gao Xingjian 高行健 (1940-). In
“Parisian Notes” 巴黎隨筆 (1990) Gao remarks that the writer Lu Xun was crushed to death
by the politician Lu Xun, and that this was “a tragedy for Chinese literature.”20 He elaborates
on this cryptic comment in Chapter 71 of his novel Soul Mountain 靈山 (1990)21 and in “The
Voice of the Individual” (1993).22 Another acclaimed writer, Yu Hua 余華 (1960-), names Lu
Xun as his favorite twentieth century writer, and states further that: “Every word he wrote
was like a bullet, like a bullet straight to the heart.”23 In the course of our conversations over
the past twenty years, Gao Xingjian mentioned that he had read through the whole of Lu
Xun’s Collected Works, and it is highly likely that this is also the case with Yu Hua. Such
strong affirmations of Lu Xun’s status as a writer are important, especially when voiced by
accomplished writers who have clearly disaggregated Lu Xun and his writings from politics.
English-language studies on Wild Grass have taken significant strides in recent times,
and are important because of their rigorous methodological practices as well as extensive
coverage of primary and secondary sources. This practice is less apparent in Chinese-language
publications. Two works by Nick Admussen have established new standards for meticulous
scholarly analysis of Wild Grass in the context of the introduction of the prose-poem form in
modern Chinese vernacular literature: “A Music for Baihua: Lu Xun, Wild Grass, and ‘A Good
Story’” (2009) and “Trading Metaphors: Chinese Prose Poetry and the Reperiodization of the
Twentieth Century” (2010).24 In studies such as Eileen J. Cheng’s 莊愛玲 Literary Remains:
Death, Trauma, and Lu Xun’s Refusal to Mourn (2013)25 and Gloria Bien’s Baudelaire in
China: A Study in Literary Reception (2013),26 Wild Grass is treated as a crucial text for the
20

Gao Xingjian 高行健, “Bali suibi” 巴黎隨筆 [“Parisian Notes”], in Meiyou zhuyi 沒有主義 [Without Isms]
(Hong Kong 香港: Cosmos Books 天地圖書, 1996), 27.

21

Gao Xingjian, Lingshan 靈山 [Soul Mountain] (Taipei: Lianjing, 1990), 497-8; Gao Xingjian, Soul Mountain,
trans. Mabel Lee (Sydney and New York: HarperCollins, 2000), 447-8.

22

Gao Xingjian, “Geren de shengyin” 個人的聲音 [“The Voice of the Individual”], in Meiyou zhuyi, 88-97, and
in Gao Xingjian, The Case for Literature, trans. Mabel Lee (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007): 126-39.

23

Megan Shank, “The Challenges of Conveying Absurd Reality: An Interview with Chinese Writer Yu Hua,” LA
Review of Books (25 October 2013): http://lareviewofbooks.org/interview/conveying-absurd-reality-yu-hua/

24

Nick Admussen, “A Music for Baihua: Lu Xun, Wild Grass, and ‘A Good Story’,” Chinese Literature:
Essays, Articles, Reviews 31 (December 2009): 1-22; “Trading Metaphors: Chinese Prose Poetry and the
Reperiodization of the Twentieth Century,” Modern Chinese Literature and Culture 22.2 (2010): 88-129.

25

Eileen J. Cheng, Literary Remains: Death, Trauma, and Lu Xun’s Refusal to Mourn (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press).

26

Gloria Bien, Baudelaire in China: A Study in Literary Reception (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2013).
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study of Lu Xun. Significantly, Nicholas A. Kaldis’s The Chinese Prose Poem: A Study of
Lu Xun’s Wild Grass (Yecao)27 was published in early 2014, and is the first English-language
monograph on Wild Grass.

Wild Grass and the Suicide of the Creative Self

The remainder of the present study sets out from the basis of a lengthy inter-textual
study on Wild Grass that I wrote more than three decades ago: “Suicide of the Creative Self:
The Case of Lu Hsün” (1981).28 Although not explicitly stated, the methodology employed
was to establish Lu Xun’s intellectual preoccupations by scouring other of his writings during
the period demarcated by the first poem “Autumn Night” (dated 15 September 1924) and his
“Preface” 題辭 (dated 26 April 1927). More specifically, the study scrutinized the Wild Grass
poems against the backdrop of Lu Xun’s translations of Kuriyagawa Hakuson’s writings, his
collected essays Grave, his annotated collections of the Wei-Jin poets 魏晉詩人, as well as
his personal correspondence, diary entries, and other writings of the time. Also discussed in
detail are several of Lu Xun’s essays, which reveal how he saw literary creation and politics
as following trajectories leading in opposite directions. Lu Xun’s Wild Grass Preface is treated
as an integral part of Wild Grass that testifies to his termination of that part of his literary life.
The study took the temporal limits of the composition of Wild Grass as a microcosm through
which to view transformations in Lu Xun’s intellectual and literary endeavors, and to measure
the persistent influence of his early intellectual and literary background.29
The data so obtained allowed me to argue that the Wild Grass poems chronologically
documented Lu Xun’s psychological state after he had resolved to turn his pen to politics,
fully aware that this would necessitate the suicide of his creative self. In other words, Lu Xun
perceived of himself as a bifurcated person. There was a physical person known as Lu Xun
that people recognized, and there was Lu Xun’s creative self that was hostage to no other.30 He
27

Nicholas A. Kaldis, The Chinese Prose Poem: A Study of Lu Xun’s Wild Grass (Yecao) (Amherst: Cambria
Press, 2014).

28

Mabel Lee, “Suicide of the Creative Self: The Case of Lu Hsün,” in A.R. Davis and A.D. Stefanowska, eds.,
Austrina: Essays in Commemoration of the 25th Anniversary of the Founding of the Oriental Society of
Australia (Sydney: Oriental Society of Australia, 1981), 140-67.

29

See also, Mabel Lee, “From Chuang-tzu to Nietzsche: On the Individualism of Lu Hsün,” Journal of the
Oriental Society of Australia 17 (1985): 21-38.

30

Mabel Lee, “Zarathustra’s ‘Statue’: May Fourth Literature and the Appropriation of Nietzsche and Lu Xun,”
in David Brooks and Brian Kiernan, eds., Running Wild: Essays, Fictions and Memoirs Presented to Michael
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would rather have the products of his creative self burn up than have them contaminated by
politics, as stated in his Preface to Wild Grass. This bifurcated self explains the existence of
the two date trees in his first poem “Autumn Night” (15 September 1924) and the poet and his
shadow in his second poem “The Shadow’s Farewell” (24 September 1924): dualities that had
for a long time confounded readers. Christ’s rejection of the myrrh to deaden the pain while
nailed on the cross in “Revenge II” 復仇其二 (20 December 1924) symbolizes the poet who
knows he must fully experience undiluted pain, just like Christ. The corpse that has gouged
out its heart to taste it in “The Epitaph” 墓碣文 (17 June 1925) is a metaphor for the poet
who has allowed his creative self to suicide, and the corpse in “After Death” 死後 (12 July
1925) indicates that the poet knows that he will in effect be a living corpse thereafter (ibid.).
In my follow-up study, “Solace for the Corpse With Its Heart Gouged Out: Lu Xun’s Use of
the Poetic Form,” I argue that after ceasing to write poetry in the classical form for almost
two decades, following the publication of Wild Grass, Lu Xun returned to writing classical
poetry;31 and in “On Nietzsche and Modern Chinese Literature: From Lu Xun (1881-1936) to
Gao Xingjian (b. 1940),” I posit that Lu Xun’s volumes of translations in all likelihood failed
to bring him the same joy of creation that he had briefly experienced before committing his
creative self to the grave.32
Born with a powerful intellect and an uncompromising spirit, Lu Xun subjected
himself to rigorous training in classical Chinese literature and philosophy. As a young adult
he sporadically wrote poetry in the classical language to express his innermost emotions, as
had poets of previous eras. Reading widely on the philosophy and literature of the West, he
also began to translate writings from Japanese, German and Russian. From the May Fourth era
he demonstrated his unique style and literary prowess by writing the short stories and essays
that established him as a celebrity writer. When faced with his decision to limit his writing
to the political, it was again to the poetic form that he would turn to gain psychological and
emotional release. Lu Xun most certainly was familiar with Baudelaire, as pointed out in
Admussen.33 But my view is that it was the freedom of the prose-poem form itself that Lu Xun
came to know via Baudelaire, rather than its content or literary devices, that prompted Lu Xun
to adopt the form for his psychological and creative needs.
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Wild Grass is Lu Xun’s dirge for the death of his creative self, a long dirge beginning
with “Autumn Night” and ending with his Preface, a period spanning more than two years.
Each of the poems expresses moments of his psychological state, and I suspect that he wrote
each poem rapidly at a single sitting. Absolutely unwavering in his decision, isolated and
overcome by a sense of overwhelming loneliness, he would inevitably turn to meditating on
the implications of his decision, and his surroundings would ignite emotions that clamored
for aesthetic expression in language. He knew he had created enemies with his his ascerbic
attacks on various individuals and groups, but also that there were many who loved him for
his writings: in his Preface he dedicates his Wild Grass poems to both. The prose-poem form
admirably suited his personal need to grieve, and at the same time allowed him to cloak in
ambiguity and symbolism the source of his suffering. He refused to and did not seek to beg
for anyone’s sympathy, as seen in “The Beggars” 求乞者 (24 September 1924), which he had
written on the same day as “The Shadow’s Farewell.” Lu Xun resolutely concealed the death
of his creative self. In so doing he denied his enemies the satisfaction of rejoicing, and at the
same time shielded from despair those who loved him as an iconic hero for social justice.

Traumatic Experience and the Autobiographical Impulse

In the following, I seek to strengthen the theoretical basis of “Suicide of the Creative
Self” by positing that trauma provoked in Lu Xun an intense psychological impulse to
autobiography, and that he dealt with this impulse by writing in the prose-poem form that he
had come to learn about via Baudelaire in translation.34 In recent years, the study of trauma
has resulted in a vast body of works on trauma theory that largely relate to trauma victims
finding the need to narrate their experiences, and how aspects of those narrations have been
represented in fiction, narrative poetry, art or performance. Such studies largely draw on the
memories and creations of survivors of the Holocaust and Hiroshima.35 However in Lu Xun’s
case, his poetic articulation of personal trauma in Wild Grass was of the present, and not the
narration of memories of the past. Cognizant of his own moral clarity and his own intractable
nature he knew that his decision was nonnegotiable and irreversible. It may be said that in the
34
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writing of the Wild Grass poems he savored the lengthy dying process of his creative self, as
symbolized by the corpse that had gouged out its heart to taste it in “The Epitaph” (17 June
1925).
In the poem “Dead Fire” 死火 (23 April 1925) Lu Xun indicates that as a child he was
aware of his creative drive: he liked watching the “foam churned up by fast ships and the
flames from furnaces.” As an adult, the flames of his creativity had been frozen, encased by ice
that symbolized his responsibility to family and nation. From “Dead Fire” it can be seen that
he understood that his creative self had fully awakened through his short stories and the Wild
Grass poems themselves, but “Dead Fire” also states categorically that his creative self was
destined to die. Lu Xun was 43 years of age when he wrote the first Wild Grass poem, “Autumn
Night,” and the sacrifice of his creative life is rendered even more poignant when considered
in the light of Roland Barthes’s observations about middle age. Barthes describes how an artist
who has experienced the joy of writing desires to create work that is not repetitive, and shows
how trauma and bereavement can serve as catalyst for such a desire.36 It is likely that Lu Xun
was fully aware that his creative urge and the surging of his creative potential made him desire
to create new work, a drive similar to Barthes’ theory, which would be written some fifty years
later. Lu Xun had a tendency never to expose his innermost feelings, and I would argue that
the closest he comes to doing so is in his Wild Grass poems. He is characteristically cold and
clinical in his writings, yet he states in his Preface to Wild Grass: “I love my wild grass….”37 I
believe this kind of language reflects the brighter side of Lu Xun’s contradictory experience: in
the course of writing the Wild Grass poems he experienced both the ecstasy of creation as well
as the agony of watching the death of his creative self.
It is worth noting that Zhang Mengyang does not cite any example that considers the
significance of the Wild Grass Preface (26 April 1927). In fact, the Preface was restored in
the 1973 edition of Lu Xun’s Complete Works and bears a footnote stating that it had been
omitted from the 1938 edition of Lu Xun’s Complete Works. It is therefore possible that some
Wild Grass studies were made without even having read the Preface. However the Preface is
critical to my understanding of Wild Grass, and I regard it as the key to identifying Lu Xun’s
motivation for creating these extraordinary poems that continue to resonate for readers, even
if they do not fully understand them. This raises the question as to whether all poetic works
in fact can be said to exude clarity of meaning. I suggest that the opposite is usually the case,
and argue that many great writers have resorted to poetry simply to articulate in language
for themselves their innermost thoughts, to affirm their existence as a unique being, and to
36
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experience the supreme ecstasy of aesthetic creation. Of course it is not obligatory to expose
fully one’s innermost feelings, even if trauma can ignite the impulse to autobiography. Lu
Xun’s ingenuity as a writer allowed him to satisfy that impulse while deliberately cloaking in
ambiguity the full significance of the collection Wild Grass.

Wild Grass and the Poetics of Immediacy

Born in 1881 in Imperial China, Lu Xun received a traditional education in classical
literature, a part of which was the composition of poetry according to patterns that had
evolved over centuries to capture the aesthetic beauty of the tonal qualities inherent in the
Chinese language. Fired with patriotic concerns, Lu Xun was intent on acquiring a modern
education, and left home in May 1898 to study at the Nanjing Naval Academy 南京海軍學
堂. The first available example of his poetry was written in March 1900 when he succumbed
to homesickness after his first trip home. Between 1900 and 1903 he wrote a total of fifteen
poems, demonstrating his skill as a poet and the fact that he resorted to writing poetry at times
of heightened emotion. In March 1903 while living in Japan, he cut off his queue to indicate
solidarity with his revolutionary compatriots: to commemorate the solemnity of this act he
wrote a poem swearing to spill his own blood for the Chinese people.38
Lu Xun remained in Japan for almost a decade where he began to read and write about
European philosophy and literature, and to translate European and Japanese authors. For a
period he also undertook several months of study in classical philology with one of the leading
practitioners of the discipline at the time: Zhang Taiyan 章太炎 (1868-1936). Zhang was the
single most powerful propagandist for the revolution that resulted in the establishment of the
Republic of China in January of 1912. Outrageously outspoken about what he perceived to be
morally correct, Zhang was incarcerated for two three-year periods between 1903 and 1916,
and he so incensed some of his former revolutionary comrades that they planned to have him
assassinated.39 Although not a flamboyant eccentric like his teacher, in terms of intellectual
prowess, critical thinking, and powerful writing style Lu Xun was at least his equal, and in
all likelihood his superior. Both men subscribed to a strand of philosophical tradition that
emphasized the individual as independent and slave to none, but simultaneously an integral
part of society and the cosmos.40
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It was with his innate literary sensibility and rigorous training in classical scholarship
that Lu Xun evaluated literary texts in other languages. His powerful writing style in the
vernacular language derives from his background in classical composition, and the poetic
timbre of his language derives both from his writing of classical poetry and his understanding
of the philological underpinning of the Chinese language itself. It is Lu Xun’s extraordinary
use of language that sets his vernacular writings apart from that of his younger counterparts
in the vernacular literature movement, and this is particularly true in the case of the poems of
Wild Grass.
As maintained above, Wild Grass is a dirge consisting of 23 poems to mourn the death
of Lu Xun’s creative self. There are shifts in mood over the lengthy period of mourning, and
while there are many bleak and somber poems, this is not so all the time. In fact, contrasting
degrees of terror and ecstasy, darkness and light occur both within poems and between poems,
generating a dynamic of heightened tension and relaxation that adds to the overall aesthetics
of the individual poems and the collection as a whole. Lu Xun clearly loved his creative self,
and invested every literary resource embedded in his inner being to write these poems that
are a farewell gesture to his creative self. He must have known, tragically, that he still had the
potential to produce great writing when he made the choice to stop writing creatively in order
to follow the path of politics.
Wild Grass is amongst the earliest collections of poetry written in the Chinese
vernacular language, and arguably without peer at the time when it was written. Unlike
many other languages, tenses are not emphasized in classical Chinese writings, and this is
particularly the case with lyrical poems that are pure expressions of emotion. Poems from the
distant past are linguistic actualizations of lived instants, and this lack of temporal distance
plays a significant role in their aesthetic appeal across time and across cultures. In the early
twentieth century, writing in the vernacular language, Lu Xun deletes the past tense in the
prose poems that he names Wild Grass. In these poems he speaks of his immediate present,
and he draws readers into the particular moment of his present. Lu Xun’s training in classical
poetry presumably led to his intuitive use of the present tense in poetry, but it should not be
overlooked that he was living in modern cosmopolitan China, and he was exposed to, as well
as being highly interested in, the most recent developments occurring in all aspects of modern
Chinese, European and Japanese cultural life.
Lu Xun’s aesthetic sensibilities extended into the visual arts as documented in early
studies such as Huang Mengtian’s 黃蒙田 Lu Xun and Art 魯迅與美術 (1973)41 as well as
many later studies. Striking visual images are manifested in the Wild Grass poems. Whether
41
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or not he would have described it in these terms, his use of the present tense allowed him
to achieve the effect of cinematic panning as his eye shifted to various parts of his physical
surroundings. Whereas lengthy descriptions of past perceived scenery would have provoked a
sense of tedium in the context of the fast pace of modern life, in the immediate moment of Lu
Xun’s poetic creations, tedium is never a consideration. He is writing in the Chinese language,
narrating psychological moments as if they are occurring in his present reality. His poems are
visual images with kinesthetic qualities suspended before the eyes of both the poet and the
reader.
The literary narration of past events in the Chinese language can be projected into
the psychological present of both the poet and reader. Trained in classical literature, Lu Xun
intuitively transposed this particular aesthetics into his vernacular language writings. In more
recent times this aesthetics of the present has also surfaced in Gao Xingjian’s fiction and plays,
including in his two lengthy novels: Soul Mountain and One Man’s Bible 一個人的聖經
(1999).42 These novels are written in the present tense. However it was only after painstaking
research into the dynamics of the Chinese language that Gao Xingjian was able to put his
findings into practice, as detailed in “Literature and Metaphysics: About Soul Mountain” 文學
與玄學：關於《靈山》(1991) and “The Modern Chinese Language and Literary Creation”
現代漢語與文學寫作 (1996).43
In Wild Grass, the way in which dream and memory are figured as present reality
provokes a powerful sense of surreality, ambiguity, and multiplicity. When dream experiences
are narrated in Chinese, there is no indication of past tense, as required in languages like
English and French. It is as if events are unfolding before one’s eyes at this very moment.
Furthermore, in actual fact dream events only ever occur in the present of the dreamer or the
narrating dreamer: tenses never occur in dreams. Nine of the twenty-three Wild Grass poems
are presented as dreams: “The Shadow’s Farewell,” “The Good Story” 好的故事, “Dead Fire,”
The Dog’s Retort” 狗的駁詰, “The Good Hell That Was Lost” 失掉的好地獄, “Tremors of
Degradation” 頹敗綫的顫動, “The Epitaph,” “On Expressing an Opinion” 立論, and “After
Death.”
“The Passerby” 過客 adopts the form of a play, an event performed in the real-time of
the present before an audience, or the reader. The immediacy of the poem’s representation of
actors speaking and performing their roles with their bodies produces a visual layer that brings
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the poem close to the present of both narrator and reader, much in the way that the framing of
the dream poems does. The poetic form receives visual reinforcement through the performers,
through their speech, as well as their movements from head to toe. “The Kite” 風箏 narrates
an event located in the past, but does so in a surprisingly present-oriented way, relating an
anecdote from Lu Xun’s childhood not as a separate and distant event but as a situation that
reverberates in the present, from the narrator’s philosophizing to the gloomy winter weather.
The Wild Grass Preface plus the thirteen remaining poems “Autumn Night,” “The
Beggars,” “My Lost Love” 我的失戀, “Revenge” 復仇, “Revenge (II),” “Hope” 希望, “Snow”
雪, “Such a Fighter,” “The Wise Man, the Fool and the Slave” 聰明人和傻子和奴才, “The
Blighted Leaf” 臘葉, “Amid Pale Bloodstains” 淡淡的血痕中, and “The Awakening” 一
覺 describe observations of natural scenery or are philosophical reflections, and are naturally
narrated in the present tense.
Lu Xun consistently maintained that he knew little about poetry. He also expressed
doubts as to whether the vernacular language could ever achieve the standards set by poetry
written in the classical language.44 However I would argue that the aesthetic heights achieved
in his Wild Grass poems indicate otherwise. An accomplished poet in the classical language,
Lu Xun instinctively transposed significant attributes of classical poetry into the vernacularlanguage poems of Wild Grass. The poems retain the immediacy of the present, and resonate
with the tone-based musicality inherent in the words and sentence structures. Lu Xun was
never inclined to boastfulness, but it can be detected from his Preface that he believed the
poems were an appropriate farewell gift for his creative self, as he launched himself into
political writings.
Lu Xun was aware of experiencing ecstasy during the process of writing his aesthetic
creations, and the realization that he had to terminate his creative life induced in him a state
of psychological trauma. During that period of trauma, at times he was gripped by the agony
of his decision, but sometimes his physical environment would provoke him to write a poem
that would excite him as the poet because of its sheer aesthetic beauty. He wrote 23 poems
to grieve the imminent death of his creative self, and when he finally decided the time had
come, he wrote a 24th poem to serve as Preface for the collection that he named Wild Grass.
By creating these poems of exquisite beauty he allowed himself to savor the full extent of his
creative potential, and it was in this way that he treated his self-diagnosed trauma. ※
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